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Defaced - Week 54

God's Coming Spiritual Revolution
In that moment of First Belief, I was captured by the inexplicable phenomenon
that encompasses the initial evidence of things not yet seen that the now inward
Presence Of Christ was proclaiming to my heart.

In hindsight, I now see that hand in hand with this new found faith a
subconscious sense of pending imminency developed in me producing an
indistinct awareness of spiritual vigour & desire to seek.

I believe the Lord used this undergirding realisation to open me widely to
quickly educate, motivate & inspire me into position for receiving His Call to
the EIDO Vision on Friday the 1st June 1990 in the 79th week of my
conversion to Christ.

I have found in researching as I was writing this, that indeed the word imminence
Holy Spirit had brought to me is used to describe the Second Coming of Jesus
Christ for His Church & to declare that it is next on the prophetic program of God.

Two months back I shared an article by David Mathis:
“Are We Living in the Last Days”.
Ref: https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/are-we-living-in-the-last-days

In that article, David wrote:
“After his perfect life, sacrificial death for us, resurrection from the grave,
and ascension to heaven to pour out his Spirit on his church, the next
major movement in the history of the world is the second coming of Christ.
In the church age, we Christians have no definite unfulfilled list of events
which must transpire before his return.
What the Bible promises will happen at the end is already happening, in
significant measure, around the world today — and has been happening, in
some sense, since the earliest days of the church.
And yet we have no firm, certain list of unfulfilled conditions about which
Jesus could not surprise us.
His coming is the next big thing and could happen at any moment.
That’s what the New Testament means when it says his return is near.”

I share David's belief that the Last Days cover the entire period between the First
& Second Coming of Jesus & is the very reason why I felt that sense of
imminency from the moment of my rebirth.

I further believe that if we do not already possess the revelation of it in our
hearts, then the acceptance of it to our mind alone is capable of producing
a more profound broader perspective to our walk in God.

From its very birth in me, I have known in my heart that EIDO is an end time Call
& Ministry & further that it's but one part of the overall final assault in God’s
Divine Plan & Purpose for the last days to usher in the Return of Jesus
Christ.

I would point out here that I have also been fully aware that the end of the work of
the Spirit of EIDO will come generations after me.

We casually refer to either the Last Days or the End Days or End Times as
the same thing, but are they?

In my belief, the answer can be both yes or no depending on the perspective from
which you are speaking.

Let me refer again to a couple of things David said in his article that I believe
point out the importance of understanding the difference.

Quote 1: "In the church age, we Christians have no definite unfulfilled list of
events which must transpire before his return."

There is a Church Age because in His physical absence we are His Church,
our faith witnessing to His Spiritual Reality while His Second Coming shall
affirm it to all the earth, meaning it has a beginning & an end & is not
dependent on our 'works'.

Our faith, given to us by God, is the substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen [Heb. 11.1] that founded His Church for the
remembrance of Him only during His physical absence from us.

Quote 2: "What the Bible promises will happen at the end is already
happening, in significant measure, around the world today."

I think you would all agree that we the Church today are living through a time like
never before that conspicuously points to Biblically recorded signs of the
beginning of the end time leading to the very end days of the Church Age.

A real revelation of this will embody a shift in the foundations of how you
walk in Christ as a deeper understanding of the season God has you in
promotes imminency which in turn generates submissive obedience.

Imminency primarily expresses that something important is likely to happen &
could do so without delay, while it may not be necessarily immediate or soon, it is
next on the agenda so to speak & may occur at any time.

Submissive obedience then generates out of imminency in the same sense as
we obey a command far more quickly with a realisation of inevitable pain or loss
is coming rather than when we are free to respone when we are ready.

In light of such, my EIDO journey began as I attended my first Sunday
Services after being born again at home on the previous Tuesday.

It was to be in the Night Service that the Lord first laid Uganda on my heart as we
listened to a brother speaking of his visit there.

Then seven weeks later the Lord caused both my wife & I to simultaneously
announce to each other that ‘’we are going to Uganda.”

It was to be some 59 weeks later I heard the almost audible Voice of God
Command me to “Go to Uganda in October”.

I can humbly tell you that if we could always Hear That Voice our struggles
with ourselves would be over, consumed in submissive obedience I am
sure.

Some 15 weeks after that, while I was in the midst of my preparation of going, I
received the EIDO Vision on 1st June 1990.

First I saw a cloudy sky & one after another four letters carved out of massive
stones popped out before the clouds: E …I…D…O & when in my heart I
wondered what it meant I heard Evangelical Inspiration Directed Overseas.

Then I heard the following:
“I will cause you to form an organisation that will be instrumental in moving
men, women & children of great faith, both black & white from nation to
nation”.
Important Note: 'moving' in this instance is meant in the sense of motivating or
inspiring by mobilising mixed groups through the EIDO Anointing To See & To
Know.

It was further impressed upon me that the Spirit Anointing of EIDO would be one
designated to educate, motivate & inspire the True Church to higher depths
of wisdom & revelation in the knowledge of him designed to release the
shackles that have previously kept such clarity bound.

Then I was given the scripture of Revelation 21:1
“ And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first
earth were passed away; and there was no more sea”

It was to be some 15 years later before I discovered that the Greek word for
‘saw’ in the above scripture is, in fact, the word ‘eido’ meaning To See & To
Know.

From there the Lord has led me by various means To See & To Know in my
heart that:
The Mid North of South Australia is the Spiritual Heartland of Australia
the borders of which He had designated through a Vision He had
previously given to my then Pastor.

One day I was led to draw lines from the northernmost to the southernmost
points, as well as the east and the west of the designated area on an old
touring roadmap being the only map I had. To my absolute surprise, the
lines transected each other at a point called Mount Zion which I found
does, in fact, exist there but not indicated on most maps.

That Port Pirie is the Western Gateway & in a Vision given
simultaneously to myself & my then Pastor, as we were praying together in
my home, revealed a gigantic golden angel towering over Australia. He
was holding an enormous sword high above his head with both hands, his
legs straddling both sides of a large area beyond the northernmost point of
the Mid North.

To go to Uganda carrying the message of EIDO, believing that by the
Power of the EIDO Anointing He would awaken & establish the fullness
of it there. For what He would raise up in East Africa is to return like a
‘boomerang’ to the Mid North Spiritual Heartland of Australia to fulfil its
Destiny in Him.

All to be part of the third & final great Spiritual Missionary Movement
which is to come out of Africa to the western world [the first two being,
of course, the Coastal & Inland Missionary Movements that first brought the
Gospel to places such as Africa.]

In more recent years I was given a Vision not long after discovering Burundi
is known as the Heart of Africa. It was of a mighty wave rising in the
eastern half of East Africa & pushing toward Burundi to then turn upon
itself in great power & flow back on itself toward Australia as if a vast
Spiritual Tsunami.

In later years I was given a Vision of that same angel’s sword now laid
right across the Mid North with the tip at his feet & the handle at the
southernmost point. Then, it was as if an unseen powerful yet gentle
wave came from the west under the whole sword & started to lift it. As it
began to be lifted up by this invisible force its point pivoted in the ground
before the angel in the north & then the sword began to rise up from the
southern end in one constant controlled motion until the hilt of the sword
came into the angel's open hands.

Grasping it with both hands, he then brought it up to the right side of his
head & in one forcefully controlled motion swept it entirely to his left
cutting the aorta of the Spiritual Heartland of Australia in the process.
Then I saw blood pulsing out violently in a continuous flow to all four
corners of the earth.

So after many years of receiving the pieces of the 'jigsaw' I will attempt to
concisely describe what I see the EIDO Vision is.
That in Australia, being the Great Southland of the Holy Spirit,
the Mid North Area of South Australia is it's Spiritual Heartland,
at the top of which stands a huge angel & his sword has been laid down
across the Mid North Area as a seal awaiting the
Spiritual Movement Ordained of God that is to be raised up in East Africa
which will in turn cause a Spiritual Wave to backwash to Australia
lifting the sword back into the angels hands at which time he will slash the
aorta
to release the anointing to flow into unity with other such God Appointed
Spiritual Movements
to form the final assault to usher in the end days of the Church Age
by bringing the True Body of Christ together in oneness of heart
to a level of wisdom & understanding not previously seen.
So to me that is God's Coming Spiritual Revolution &
the question for all of us & at this time especially East Africans is,
can I receive it & believe that God has such a plan for those the world forsook?

What I know after 28 years is that I cannot convince anyone of what I See&Know
but I have seen how the few in East Africa who have received the seed & turned
to God for confirmation have received it.

For the 'seed' of EIDO that my sharing has planted in you can only germinate in
the Glory of God as you Seek Him in regard to it & Holy Spirit revelation to your
heart for our Father in Heaven is God of the Increase!

"So then neither is he that planteth any thing.
neither he that watereth; but God that giveth increase." 1 Corinthians 3:7
[To be continued]

Love,
Mwesigwa
[Defaced - Week 55 follows next week
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There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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